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❖ Emblematic & Endemic of the Mediterranean Sea

❖ Highly complex 3D structure: bio erosion 

vs bioconstruction.

❖ Habitat for at least 1600 species

❖ Poorly studied  : prevent from establishing 

conservation policies
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➢Priority targets for conservation 
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 Major engineering species of coralligenous habitats

 Role in Carbone and carbonate cycles : major contribution and carbonate production in dim light 

conditions

 Sensitivity to ocean warming and acidification survival rate, growth, photosynthesis and calcification 

(Martin & Gattuso, 2009, Martin et al., 2013a-b, Nash et al., 2016)

 Low growth rate, what about dispersal capacities ?

 Cryptic diversity ?

Lithophyllum stictaeforme and L. cabiochae in coralligenous habitats
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▪ Barcoding approach using different markers : psbA, 28S and COI

Material & Methods : genetics & genomics

DNA Extraction

PCR for each maker

Phylogenetic analyses

RNA extraction, sequencing and assembling to 

build a reference transcriptome

Probe design based on the reference 

transcriptome

DNA extraction

Capture reaction & sequencing

▪ Population genomics approach : Genotyping by capture sequencing

Intra specific diversity or cryptic species ?

Species identification of each individual

Combine with the barcoding approach 

species delimitation

Genetic diversity and connectivity

Local adaptation 
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Presence of 8 cryptic 

species in the complex

Lithophyllum stictaeforme/cabiochae cryptic species complex in 
coralligenous habitats

Cryptic species = distinct biological 

species belonging to one given 

nominal species

➢ Distribution of these species along the French Mediterranean coastline ?

➢ Distribution along a depth gradient ?

➢ Ecological differentiation ?

Barcoding & Population genomics

- 3 Barcodes

- ~5000 SNPs
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Distribution along the French Mediterranean coast

▪ 12 Sites from Banyuls to Corsica (3 sites with constrasted depth)

Environmental conditions different in different sites ?

Or/and connectivity breaks ?

➢ Different communities in different sites

➢ C1 everywhere except in BPT

➢ C3 only found in BPT

➢ C6 & C7 very abundant in VPR

➢ C8 & C5 only found in CAS

➢ Community from Corsica are close from Marseille 

communities
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Distribution in the Bay of Marseille

➢ Different communities in different 

sites

➢ C4 only in Cote bleu and Les Lecques

▪ D1 : 28 to 32 meters depth

▪ D2 : 40 to 45 meters depth

➢ High diversity in CCA

➢ Different communities at different 

depth in CCA and RMO

Is the community differentiation between the 

two depth due to a lack of migration ?
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Genetic structure in the most abundant species

▪ ~3000 SNPs from capture sequencing

➢ No genetic differentiation between population of different depth at the same

➢ Migration is possible between two depth at the same site

➢ Community differentiation probably due to a selective effect

Pop D1

28 meters 

depth

Pop D2

42 meters 

depth

FST=0
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Genetic structure in the most abundant species

➢ Strong genetic structure even at small spatial scale

➢ Current in Marseille

➢ No differentiation between depth 

BUT

We found several loci « outliers » or correlated with depth indicating a potential local 

adaptation of these population to depth 



What about coralligenous species 
communities ?



Coralligenous communities using a metabarcoding approach
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Molecular biology and bioninformatics

DNA 

Extraction

PCR COI 

fragment

Primers 

targeting 

metazoans

Illumina MiSeq

Sequencing

Bioinformatic 

Analyses
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Communities in  coralligenous habitats

➢Differences between sites

➢No clear correlation with 

geographical position in the bay

➢Correlations with environmental 

variables such as depth

D1 28 m
D2 42 m

▪ 3029 mOTUs
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Conclusions & Perspectives

➢ Eight cryptic engineering species with varying abundances among sites and depth

➢ Adaptative capacities of these different species in the context of climate change ?

➢ Phenotypical differences between these cryptic species (photosynthesis, carbonate 

precipitation …) ?

➢ High genetic structure in the most abundant engineering species even at small spatial scale

➢ Local adaptation to depth ? 

➢ For the other cryptic species ?

➢ Species communities structured by depth : 

➢ Selective effect of light 

➢ Maybe temperature (but no clear temperature regimes between 30 and 40 meters 

depth)

➢The study of diversity structure at the species level and genetic level 

provides critical information to protect efficiently coralligenous habitats.
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